This Forum Section deals with a fundamental puzzle that remains largely unexplored in International Relations scholarship. On the one hand, we as authors are clearly involved in the production of knowledge. We choose a particular topic that is of interest to us. We then decide how to approach this topic and opt for the methodologies best suited to do so. Along the way we make countless choices about how we select, interpret and then present our data. Even if executed meticulously and systematically, this process involves an inherently personal dimension. Authors make different choices, even when engaging the same topic. On the other hand, scholarly conventions in International Relations have it that such personal components of the research process are to be excluded from the research result. The final texts we present to colleagues are supposed to hold up on purely scholarly grounds and be free of personal biases.
debates about the issues at stake. We fully expect that both autoethnographers and more traditional social scientists will passionately disagree with some of the propositions advanced in these essays. This was, at least, the reaction we frequently encountered when circulating drafts of these essays: some autoethnographers scolded us for not being radical enough and for holding their work up to inappropriate standards of evaluation; social scientists, by contrast, feared that inserting the 'I' would erode these very standards and lead to self-indulgent story telling. While the final texts are unlikely to resolve this tension, we hope that such disagreements -and the debates that might ensue -will help to make autoethnography a more widely accepted method in the study of International Relations. 
